
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of game
manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for game manager

Prioritize features and requests from multiple global teams with an eye for
customer value
Develop both internal and external product education strategies and
evangelize our products and services
Leverage analytics and quantitative analysis to monitor game performance,
tune mechanics, and identify new opportunities to impact KPIs (key
performance indicators)
Have a deep understanding of large data, our data structures and how to
analyze our data in an efficient manner to drive business growth
Works closely with Monolith’s vision holders on the creation of marketing
assets that will differentiate Monolith product, demonstrate product
strengths, and create consumer excitement
Works closely with Monolith’s vision holders in shaping Marketing, PR,
Community and live service programs
Identifies, develops and executes strategies for establishing and growing
online communities around Monolith and Monolith’s products
Trains Producers and other development staff on best practices for
demonstrating product to external parties
Work closely with Product Management, Design and Production teams to
provide product economy analysis, revenue optimisation, feature
recommendations, and on-going live support for our games
Use a strong quantitative background to create, balance, and optimise virtual
economy models
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Strong contributor to the team and raises the bar on quality and performance
Flexible working schedule – working on game days
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Economics, or a related
field / or equivalent work experience, training
10+ years of experience at a games, mobile, or consumer web company as a
designer, producer, product manager or analyst
A passion for creating innovative, fun and compelling games
Strong business & creative capabilities – you can confidently draw a line from
detailed player behavior all the way to market outcomes


